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Thank hosts and other presenters.Hello everyone - my name is Meredith Muth and I am one of the regional drought information coordinators with NIDIS. Yesterday there was a comment by Katherine at the Atlanta Regional Commission, saying that they would appreciate having places to go to see information more broadly about drought in her area, and not just the USDM. There was also a question about if there is a place where you can see some of the impact data combined with the USDM. I am going to spend a few minutes talking about efforts that NIDIS, as a partner with the USDM, is taking to address these issues, and help you communicate drought in your states and communities and sectors. 



What is the National Integrated Drought 
Information System (NIDIS)?

• First authorized by Congress in 2006, and reauthorized in 
2014 and 2018. 

• Interagency mandate to develop and provide a national 
drought early warning information system. 

• Enable the Nation to move from a reactive to a more 
proactive approach to managing drought risks and impacts

• Authorizes NIDIS to engage in partnerships with federal, 
state, tribal, and local partners, as well as the private sector, 
academic institutions, and citizen scientists
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First – show of hands. How many people are familiar with NIDIS?NIDIS is a public act that was first authorized by Congress in 2006 and re-authorized again in 2014 and 2018.Why does it exist? Water at the government level is complicated. Around 13 federal agencies have some ‘mandate or mission’ related to water, and the same happens in most states. No one ‘owns’ drought. NIDIS was established partly as a mechanism to promote coordination and cooperation between agencies, and was given an interagency mandate to develop and provide a NATIONAL drought early warning information system.Our ultimate goal is to help the country to move from a reactive to a more proactive approach to managing drought risks and impacts. Through our Authorization, NIDIS engages with federal, state, tribal, and local partners, as well as the private sector, academic institutions and citizen scientists. Many of those partners are in the room now – USDA, NDMC, USGS, State agencies and climate offices, research partners such as CISA.



Drought Early 
Warning Systems

A Drought Early Warning System 

(DEWS) utilizes new and existing 

networks of federal, tribal, state, 

local and academic partners to 

make climate and drought 

science accessible and useful for 

decision makers.

REGIONS
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since this is a regional discussion, I wanted to briefly mention our regional efforts. While language in the Public Law speaks of building out a national drought early warning system, we recognize that impacts and information needs differ across the country, so our approach to achieve this goal is through a REGIONAL APPROACH. So far to date, NIDIS has established nine drought early warning systems - or DEWS - across the country.Our regional DEWS utilizes new and existing networks of federal, tribal, state, local, and academic partners to make climate and drought science accessible and useful for decision makers.In the Southeast – there are currently two DEWS – CC and ACF. We have in this room representatives from both.



Drought Early 
Warning

“Provision of timely and effective 

information, through identified 

institutions, that allows 

individuals exposed to a hazard 

to take action to avoid or reduce 

their risk and prepare for 

effective response.”

APPROACH
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But what is a Drought Early Warning System? Early warning means “the provision of timely and effective information that allows individuals exposed to a hazard to take action to avoid or reduce their risk – and prepare for an effective response”. Drought Monitoring and observations, is a key component. And the USDM is an essential part. But as we saw in the word cloud yesterday morning, there are many other pieces of information about drought that is needed to make more informed decisions. The graphic on the right shows the components of a drought early warning system – and those include observations and monitoring, predictions and forecasting, planning and preparedness, research and applications – and finally – communicating this information to decision makers and people throughout the country. NIDIS is working with partners in all of these circles – including building a strategy for a National Soil Moisture Network, investing in drought research and predictions – currently with a focus on drought indicators and triggers, and working on a large number of projects with NDMC. but today I will focus some of the communication pieces that include how we help communicate and increase awareness of the USDM, which was briefly mentioned yesterday, but also communicating drought information more broadly.



Drought.gov
Relaunch
Spring
2020
• By Sector
• Data, Maps, Tools
• Local Information
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The U.S. Drought Portal, a website found at drought.gov, is the public face of NIDIS.  We also have biweekly newsletters, including ‘dry times’ which you can sign up for online.In spring of 2020, you’ll find a new fully-redesigned, responsive and accessible site. This is our 4th update, and is based on extensive user feedback and review.US Drought Monitor data figures prominently in the website, and is one more mechanism to access and communicate that data. I am going to focus on 3 sections that may be of interest. By SectorData, Maps, ToolsLocal Information
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Sector Pages
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The new sector pages will include dashboards highlighting current conditions for drought and that sector. Along with allowing users to see at a glance what conditions are like for that sector, these dashboards are also designed to provide SOUNDBITES of information that can easily be pulled for reports and presentations on CURRENT conditions. This top image is an example of the dashboard on the agriculuture sector page, showing a map of conditions for various crops as well as national stats such as counties and acres of crops experiencing drought and number of cattle experiencing drought. The lower example is from the Recreation and Tourism sector page, showing information such as national parks in drought and lakes, ski resorts, and streams that may be impacted.USDM is key information to build these value-added visualizations, and this is an example of how NIDIS adds the layer of impacts to the USDM data. This was a question yesterday.These pages will also call out key issues related to that sector.



Sector Pages
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Along with stats, some of our pages will include other visualization such as reservoir levels on the Water Utilities sector page, using USGS data – showing hydrological drought and streamflow



Sector
Pages
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These pages will also call out key issues related to that sector. For ecample, for agricultureProduction DeclinesDepletion of Water SuppliesPests and DiseasesAnd provide resources for that sector organized by drought early warning components.



•Agriculture
•Wildfire
•Soil Moisture
•Paleoclimate
•Water Supply
•Temperature and 
Precipitation

•Snow Drought

Expanded
Data, Maps, and 
Tools
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We’re also doing a complete overhaul on our data maps and tools pages, with expanded information. There are currently seven topics that you can drill down too explore data, maps and tools.AgricultureFireSoil MoistureWater SupplTemperature and PrecipitationVegetationI will go through these fast, but just to give you an idea of what will exist. In short, we really just wanted to give users supporting content to go along with the data/map/tool topic…



Dashboard of 
conditions

Expanded
Data, Maps, and 
Tools
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Similar to the Sector pages, a dashboard of conditions so that at a glance, users can get a sense for how drought might be affecting their topic of interest. 



Data Map Gallery

Indicators 
including the U.S. 
Drought Monitor

Expanded
Data, Maps, and 
Tools
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At a glance of relevant drought indicators. Of course, USDM will be included.



Impacts

Research and 
Resources

Expanded
Data, Maps, and 
Tools



National Tribal Regional

By Location Drought by Scale
County LocalState
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We’ll also be expanding the information available to users at different scales. Here I’ve shown examples of national, tribal, etc. but we’ll also have international and watershed level information as part of the new site.



By Location
County Pages

Stats

Current Condition 
Maps

Sector Maps

Future Conditions

Historical Conditions
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I also wanted to highlight brand new county pages, which will include (hit key for slide animation) stats about conditions in that county, current condition maps, maps with sector data such as agriculture, public health, and water utilities, future conditions and historical conditions for that county.# of people or percent of people effected by drought, or % of acres of crops experiencing drought.
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I also wanted to highlight brand new county pages, which will include (hit key for slide animation) stats about conditions in that county, current condition maps, maps with sector data such as agriculture, public health, and water utilities, future conditions and historical conditions for that county.
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I also wanted to highlight brand new county pages, which will include (hit key for slide animation) stats about conditions in that county, current condition maps, maps with sector data such as agriculture, public health, and water utilities, future conditions and historical conditions for that county.



Local
Pages

Future 
Conditions

Alerts

Current
Conditions

Outlooks and forecasts
for your location

Local level (zipcode) 
drought alerts via 

email

Information on a
variety of indicators

for your location

Historical
Conditions

Timeseries graphs of
U.S. Drought Monitor 
and Palmer Drought

Severity Index
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Local pages with information by zipcode will be available both through the main website navigation as well as through the “drought in your neighborhood tool” This page will feature…GET ALERTS IF IT CHANGES**In order to get a complete picture of drought at a given location, it is helpful to look at multiple indicators and other pieces of information together.Here is an example relevant to some talks yesterday, where we have moderate drought but streamflow is still normal and soil moisture is still wet.
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User Testing
& Stakeholder
Feedback

Remote moderated and
unmoderated (Google Form
survey) of the new site including
usability and content review

Help test the
new site!

Email 
Meredith.f.muth@noa
a.gov to participate in 

remote testing
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We’re still in the user testing and stakeholder feedback phase of the redesign and would love to get your thoughts and help testing the new site. These remote feedback sessions take only 10-15 minutes of your time and will provide us with really valuable actionable items that will help make Drought.gov better for you and other users. To sign up, just email me at ________.



Upcoming NIDIS 
opportunities for the 

Southeast

• ACF Drought Dashboard 

(FL/AL/GA)

• Southeast DEWS proposal

• Southeast monthly climate 

webinar – starting in March

• Drought and Human Health 

• Southeast Drought workshop

Thank you!
Meredith Muth

Meredith.f.muth@noaa.gov
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ACF monthly webinar and newsletter. Guest speakers on different topics are welcome. Help us share with WFOs in the region.ACF Drought Dashboard. Will be broader than ACF - full states of FL/GA/AL. Potential to expand. Interactive online tool., explore drought information at one time, using GIS layers. Katherine mentioned yesterday. Upcoming listening session: March 4, East Point, FloridaApril 29, Albany, GAUpper ACF River Basin, location and date TBDSoutheast DEWS. Expand footprint. Upcoming feedback webinars, may focus on ag and ecological drought in next few years. Participate in upcoming workshops (considering Ag, ecological drought, human health)Southeast Monthly Climate Webinar. Would appreciate NWS as presenters and participants! Opportunity to identify early signs of drought, shared communication, and mobilization of regional collaboration early on. Interested in understanding the broader patterns of drought in the region. Welcome speakers as well!
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